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write twice to me, and by your being willing to tell me
something of what you were feeling and suffering. I never
saw your mother except among other people—so that I
knew her only very little—but I can guess from that little
and I hope from the imagination of sympathy something
of what you are going through. But now that, as you say,
the " decree is fixed ", I hope you are able increasingly, as
you also say, to realize that your case is one for thankful-
ness too, and one of which the fit thought is: Nothing is
here for tears—at least for tears of any bitter sort. Few
lives, I suppose, have continued so long as your mother's,
and in unbroken good fortune and happiness. How very
few married persons live to be near eighty without
encountering the loss of husband or wife or child! In
the midst of your inevitable sorrow there will be, I
expect, more and more the sort of feeling which expresses
itself in the image of the ease and beauty of the falling of
ripe fruit. Of course that applies only to death as seen
from this life's point of view: a point of view we cannot,
any of us I suppose, avoid taking in part. Of the other
it would be worse than presumption for me to talk to
you. It is these moments that such a " sure and certain "
faith as yours must make its blessing supremely felt.
I can still remember as if it was yesterday my childish
bitterness of regret that my mother had quite misunder-
stood a trifling action of mine, which seemed an act of
neglect of which I was quite innocent but could ixot
explain. And I remember our passionate prayers and love
and grief for her. I had not time to incur the danger of
which you speak, and of which I should think you never
ran great risk, i.e. of taking a mother as a thing of course*
But I expect in one way our experiences may have been
alike. Certainly I owe nearly the whole of whatever
original impulse to good I have known to the strong
impression my mother made on me—and I daresay it may
be the same with you*
So, just like you, when other sorrows came to me later
on, I found Tennyson a great comforter. The copy of In

